HOST CHARACTER LIST

There are 8 optional players which may be played by either gender.
Your new free pregame guest site link: www.yourmysteryparty.com/archibaldgrim This site has included the
players below on the character list.

NAME |
OCCUPATION

AUSTIN SNOW

Executive Chef

KADIN PAYNE

Celebrity

WINTER IVORY

Firefighter

LUMI GOTHAM

Police Officer

PHOENIX RAVEN

Pop Star

RIVER SCARLET

College Professor

BRIEF BIO
Austin Snow is a thoughtful friend who lives to please
others. With strong interpersonal skills, Austin is an
accomplished chef who runs the kitchen at the
Steampunk Café – the hotspot restaurant in the city of
Graymire. Austin is seeking a more laid back position as
a personal chef but has been unable to land one. Austin
taps a foot when bored or nervous, so this chef’s
emotions are an open book.
Kadin Payne is an A-list celebrity from the city of
Graymire. Kadin is currently a television host for a major
network talk show but has starred in hit movies and a
few reality shows, as well. Kadin lives for a challenge
and often argues both sides of a topic for fun. This
snobbish celeb is the first one to kick off their shoes at a
party, as Kadin prefers to be barefoot.
Impatient with incompetence, Winter Ivory is a nononsense type of person. A born leader and detailed
planner, Winter always knows what is coming next.
Winter is a brave firefighter for the city of Graymire.
Always humming a tune, you know when Winter’s
coming from around the corner.
Officer Gotham is a skeptical police officer who sees the
world as a chessboard. With a resting mad face, this
law-defender will scowl at you by accident – which can
make you feel paranoid. Lumi works long hours by
choice and is usually the first one to arrive at the scene
of the crime.
No pun intended, but after Phoenix was fired as the
housekeeper of the Grim Castle, this singer rose from
the ashes of a failed career, won a talent contest on a
reality show, and now is one of the biggest names in the
music industry. Phoenix is always dancing about and
practicing routines, so be careful if you’re in the same
general area as this star.
Professor Scarlet is a highly-organized, compulsive
teacher of finance. One of the most trustworthy
individuals in the city, River follows all rules and
regulations to a fault. As if River’s voice has a switch,
River places a thumb to the chin before speaking. Some
students who have sat through the professor’s finance
classes have found this behavior to be distracting.
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SUGGESTED
ATTIRE

RELATION
TO MR.
GRIM

Chef’s uniform.

Denied
applicant of
Grim Castle

Glamorous gown
or tuxedo (black
suit)

Former
neighbor

Firefighter
costume

Second
Cousin

Police costume

Reporting
officer of Mr.
Grim’s recent
traffic
accident

Outrageous pop
star costume –
sequins, leather,
feathers, etc.

Ex-employee
of Grim
Castle

Nerdy attire.

Mr. Grim’s
professor

VESPER ONYX

Server,
Steampunk Café
ZION SILVER

Medical
Researcher

An unconventional free spirit, Vesper lives for the here
and now. Vesper is a spunky server at the hottest place
in town to dine – the Steampunk Café. Vesper is
notorious for borrowing items and never returning them,
which has spoiled many friendships. Confusing to chat
with, Vesper ends each sentence like a question.
A visionary who speaks with eloquent words, this
research scientist always looks both ways before
walking – even indoors. Zion will wink at everything and
is exceptionally ticklish to the touch. This science freak
is currently in the midst of a top-secret government
project in an underground facility on the outskirts of
town. Zion is super mysterious.
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Steampunk
costume

Ex-employee
of First
National
Bank

Mad Scientist
costume

Childhood
Friend

